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We probe the time dependence of the dark energy equation of state (EOS) in light of three-year
WMAP (WMAP3) and the combination with other tentative cosmological observations from galaxy
clustering (SDSS) and Type Ia Supernova (SNIa). We mainly focus on cases where the EOS is
oscillating or with local bumps. By performing a global analysis with the Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method, we find the current observations, in particular the WMAP3 + SDSS data
combination, allow large oscillations of the EOS which can leave oscillating features on the (residual)
Hubble diagram, and such oscillations are potentially detectable by future observations like SNAP,
or even by the CURRENTLY ONGOING SNIa observations. Local bumps of dark energy EOS can
also leave imprints on CMB, LSS and SNIa. In cases where the bumps take place at low redshifts and
the effective EOS is close to −1, CMB and LSS observations cannot give stringent constraints on such
possibilities. However, geometrical observations like (future) SNIa can possibly detect such features.
On the other hand when the local bumps take place at higher redshifts beyond the detectability
of SNIa, future precise observations like Gamma-ray bursts, CMB and LSS may possibly detect
such features. In particular, we find that bump-like dark energy EOS on high redshifts might be
responsible for the localized features of WMAP on ranges l ∼ 20 − 40, which is interesting and
deserves addressing further.
PACS number(s): 98.80.Es, 98.80.Cq
I. INTRODUCTION
The three year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe observations (WMAP3)[1, 2, 3, 4, 5] have made so far
the most precise probe on the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) Radiations. In the fittings to a constant
equation of state (EOS) of dark energy (DE) w, combinations of WMAP with other cosmological observations are
in remarkable agreement with a cosmological constant (CC) except for the WMAP + SDSS combination, where
w > −1 is favored a bit more than 1σ[1]. The measurements of the SDSS power spectrum[6, 7] in some sense
make the most precise probe of the current linear galaxy matter power spectrum and will hopefully get significantly
improved within the coming few years. If the preference of w > −1 holds on with the accumulation of cosmological
observations this will also help significantly on our understandings towards dark energy. A cosmological constant,
which is theoretically problematic at present[8, 9], will NOT be the source driving the current accelerated expansion
and a preferred candidate would be something like quintessence[10]. On the other hand, the observations from the
Type Ia Supernova (SNIa) in some sense make the only direct detection of dark energy[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and
currently a combination of WMAP + SNIa or CMB + SNIa + LSS are well consistent with the cosmological constant
and the preference of a quintessence-like equation state has disappeared[1]. It is noteworthy that in the combinations
with the Lyman α forest Ref.[17] shows that a constant EOS w < −1 is preferred slightly. Moreover when one
considers the observational imprints by dynamical equation of state, an EOS which gets across −1 is mildly favored
by the current observations[18, 19]. Intriguingly, we are also aware that the predictions for the luminosity distance-
redshift relationship from the ΛCDM model by WMAP only are in notable discrepancies with the ”gold” samples
reported by Riess et al[14]. Although the discrepancy might be due to some systematical uncertainties in the Riess
”gold” sample[14], this needs to be confronted with the accumulation of the 5-year SNLS observations[16] and the
ongoing SNIa projects like the Supernova Cosmology Project (SCP) and from the Supernova Search Team (SST).
Alternatively, this might be due to the implications of dynamical dark energy with oscillating equation of state.
Although the temperature-temperature correlation (TT) power of WMAP3 is now cosmic variance limited up to
l ∼ 400 and the third peak is now detected, the tentative features as discovered by the first year WMAP[20, 21, 22]
are still present: the low TT quadrupole and localized oscillating features on TT for l ∼ 30 − 50[3]. Although the
signatures of glitches on the first peak as discovered by the first year WMAP have now become weak, they do exist
and go beyond the limited cosmic variance[3]. While for the low WMAP TT quadrupole many authors are inclined
to attribute it to cutoff primordial spectrum[23, 24], and even BEFORE the release of the first year WMAP Ref. [25]
claimed oscillating primordial spectrum could lead to oscillations around the first peak of CMB TT power, similar
effects might be due to features on dark energy rather than inflation. For example, Ref.[26] has attributed the low
2quadrupole to some subtle physics of dark energy during inflation.
In the literature there have been many investigations on inflationary models with broken scale invariance[29, 30, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35]. Such features have been invoked to explain the previously observed feature at k ∼ 0.05 Mpc−1[36, 37,
38, 39], or even to solve the small scale problem of the CDM model [40]1. Moreover Ref.[27] has claimed that the pre-
WMAP data could not exclude a large running of the spectral index (for relevant study see also [47]), which has been
somewhat dramatically confirmed by the first year WMAP and WMAP3 in combination with other observations[1, 5]
except for the case with the Lyman alpha forest[17, 28]. Inflation and dark energy, both of which describe the
accelerated expansion of the universe, might have some relations and Ref.[48] proposed a new picture of quintessential
inflation. Ref.[49] has made an attempt trying to find such relations from the observational aspect. While oscillating
primordial spectrum may be responsible for the glitches on CMB, oscillating EOS of dark energy may be helpful to
solve the coincidence problem of dark energy[50, 51, 52, 53]. In Ref.[51] in the framework of Quintom[54], an attempt
was carried out to unify dark energy and inflation, meanwhile solving the coincidence problem of DE.
On theoretical aspect dark energy is among the biggest problem of modern cosmology[8, 9, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59]. Dy-
namical dark energy models rather than the simple cosmological constant have attracted more interests in theoretical
studies[60]. In cases where the mysterious component of DE is driven by scalar fields[10, 62, 63] the EOS is typically
not like that by a cosmological constant, this opens a possibility for us to tell CC from scalar dark energy models with
the cosmological observations. Moreover the current observations have already opened a robust window to probe the
behavior of dark energy independently, and in cases when w 6= −1 is preferred, dynamical DE models which satisfy
the observations are put forward[54, 60, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67]. Given the current ambiguity on theoretical study of
dark energy, in the observational probe of DE one often uses the parametrizations of EOS.
Previously in the observational probes on oscillating features of dark energy EOS Ref.[68] has made some preliminary
fittings to the pre-WMAP3 data and some relevant studies have been carried out later by Refs.[53, 69]. In the present
paper with the method dealing with the perturbations of Quintom developed in Refs.[18, 49, 70, 71], we aim to probe
the time dependence of the dark energy EOS in light of WMAP3 and the combination with other tentative cosmological
observations from SDSS and SNIa from the Riess ”gold” sample or the SNLS observations. The background evolution
and perturbations of Quintom can be identified with one normal quintessence and one phantom except for the phantom
crossing point, where the natural matching condition is motivated by the case with a high-dimensional operator on the
kinetic term or the two-field case and the individual sound speed for each field is assumed to be unity[18, 49, 70, 71].
In the present work we mainly focus on cases where the EOS is oscillating or with local bumps. By performing a
global analysis with the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, we find the current observations, in particular
the WMAP3 + SDSS data combination, allow large oscillations of the EOS which can leave oscillating features on the
(residual) Hubble diagram, and such oscillations are potentially detectable by future observations like SNAP. Local
bumps of dark energy EOS can also leave imprints on CMB, LSS and SNIa. In cases when the bumps take place
at low redshifts and the effective EOS is close to −1, CMB and LSS observations cannot give stringent constraints
on such possibilities. However, geometrical observations like (future) SNIa can possibly detect such features. On
the other hand when the local bumps take place at higher redshifts beyond the detectability of SNIa, future precise
observations like Gamma-ray bursts and observations of 21 cm tomography, CMB and LSS may possibly detect such
features. In particular, we find that bump-like dark energy EOS on high redshifts might be responsible for the features
of WMAP on ranges l ∼ 20− 40, which is interesting and deserves addressing further.
The remaining part of our paper is structured as follows: in Section II we describe the method and the data; in
Section III we present our results on the determination of cosmological parameters with (WMAP3)[1, 2, 3, 4, 5], SNIa
[14, 16], Sloan Digital Sky Survey 3-D power spectrum (SDSS-P(k)) [6] by global fittings using the MCMC technique;
discussions and conclusions are presented in the last section.
II. METHOD AND DATA
In the parametrization of oscillating EOS one typically needs four parameters for the amplitude, center values,
phase and the frequency. And in our analysis we have used
w = w0 + w1 sin(w2 ln a+ w3) . (1)
The case with w0 = −1 and w1 = 0 corresponds to the cosmological constant.
The method we adopt is based on the publicly available Markov Chain Monte Carlo package CosmoMC[47, 72], which
has been modified to allow for the inclusion of dark energy perturbations with EOS getting across −1[70]. Our most
1 For other solutions to this problem, see e.g. Refs. [41]-[45] and for a review on this issue see e.g. Ref.[46].
3general parameter space is
p ≡ (ωb, ωc,ΘS, τ, w0, w1, w2, w3, ns, log[10
10As]) , (2)
where ωb = Ωbh
2 and ωc = Ωch
2 are the physical baryon and cold dark matter densities relative to critical density, ΘS
is the ratio (multiplied by 100) of the sound horizon to the angular diameter distance at decoupling, τ is the optical
depth, As is defined as the amplitude of initial power spectrum and ns measures the spectral index. Assuming a flat
Universe motivated by inflation and basing on the Bayesian analysis, we vary the above 10 parameters and fit to the
observational data with the MCMC method. We take the weak priors as: τ < 0.8, 0.5 < ns < 1.5,−4 < w0 < 1,−10 <
w1 < 10, 0 < w2 < 20,−pi/2 < w3 < pi/2, a cosmic age tophat prior as 10 Gyr< t0 <20 Gyr. The choice of priors on
w0, w1, w2, w3 have been set to allow for spread in all of the parameters simultaneously. Furthermore, we make use
of the HST measurement of the Hubble parameter H0 = 100h km s
−1Mpc−1 [73] by multiplying the likelihood by
a Gaussian likelihood function centered around h = 0.72 and with a standard deviation σ = 0.08. We impose a weak
Gaussian prior on the baryon and density Ωbh
2 = 0.022± 0.002 (1 σ) from Big Bang nucleosynthesis[74]. The bias
factor of LSS has been used as a continuous parameter to give the minimum χ2.
In our calculations we have taken the total likelihood to be the products of the separate likelihoods of CMB, SNIa
and LSS. Alternatively defining χ2 = −2 logL, we get
χ2total = χ
2
CMB + χ
2
SNIa + χ
2
LSS . (3)
In the computation of CMB we have included the three-year WMAP (WMAP3) data with the routine for computing
the likelihood supplied by the WMAP team [5]. To be conservative but more robust, in the fittings to the 3D power
spectrum of galaxies from the SDSS[6] we have used the first 14 bins only, which are supposed to be well within the
linear regime[7]. In the calculation of the likelihood from SNIa we have marginalized over the nuisance parameter[75].
The supernova data we use are the ”gold” set of 157 SNIa published by Riess et al in [14] and the 71 high redshift
type Ia supernova discovered during the first year of the 5-year Supernova Legacy Survey (SNLS)[16] respectively. In
the fittings to SNLS we have used the additional 44 nearby SNIa, as also adopted by the SNLS group[16]. Also to be
conservative but more robust, we did not try to combine SNLS with the Riess sample simultaneously for cosmological
parameter constraints, namely in one case for SNIa fitting we use SNLS data only and in another case the Riess
sample only. For each regular calculation, we run 6 independent chains comprising of 150,000-300,000 chain elements
and spend thousands of CPU hours to calculate on a cluster. The average acceptance rate is about 40%. And for the
convergence test typically we get the chains satisfy the Gelman and Rubin[76] criteria where R-1<0.1.
In our study for future perspectives on features of dark energy we have used the cosmic-variance[77] limited CMB
TT spectrum up to l = 2000. For SNIa we have used SNAP[78] simulations2 and for LSS, we have adopted the
LAMOST[80] simulations. In the remaining part of this paper the fiducial power law ΛCDM model adopted is as
follows:
(ωb, ωc, h, zr, ns, As) = (0.022, 0.12, 0.7, 12, 1, 2.3× 10
−9) , (4)
where zr is the reionization redshift and the slightly different notations from previous Eq. (2) are due to the difference
in the CAMB[81, 82] and CosmoMC[47, 72] default parameters. Such a fiducial model will be used to generate future
CMB, SNIa and LSS data. In addition the illustrative figures will also be generated with such background parameters.
Moreover in generating the illustrative figures on linear power spectrum of LSS we have fixed the bias factor to be
unity.
The projected satellite SNAP (Supernova / Acceleration Probe) would be a space based telescope with a one square
degree field of view with 1 billion pixels. It aims to increase the discovery rate for SNIa to about 2,000 per year[78].
The simulated SNIa data distribution is taken from Refs. [83, 84, 85]. As for the error, we follow the ref. [83] which
takes the magnitude dispersion 0.15 and the systematic error σsys(z) = 0.02 × z/1.7, and the whole error for each
data is
σmag(zi) =
√
σ2sys(zi) +
0.152
ni
, (5)
where ni is the number of supernova in the i’th redshift bin.
2 SNAP is one of the several candidate mission concepts for the Joint Dark Energy Mission (JDEM). Nowadays there have been many
proposed dark energy surveys[79].
4The Large Sky Area Multi-Object Fiber Spectroscopic Telescope (LAMOST) project as one of the National Major
Scientific Projects undertaken by the Chinese Academy of Science, aims to measure ∼ 107 galaxies with mean redshift
z ∼ 0.2[80]. In the measurements of large scale matter power spectrum of galaxies there are generally two statistical
errors: sample variance and shot noise. The uncertainty due to statistical effects, averaged over a radical bin ∆k in
Fourier space, is [86]
(
σP
P
)2 = 2×
(2pi)3
V
×
1
4pik2∆k
× (1 +
1
n¯P
)2 . (6)
The initial factor of 2 is due to the real property of the density field, V is the survey volume and n¯ is the mean galaxy
density. In our simulations for simplicity and to be conservative, we use only the linear matter power spectrum up to
k ∼ 0.15 h Mpc−1.
For the cases with future cosmic variance limited CMB and LAMOST, we only show the error bars for illustrations,
and a further analysis with fittings is not the aim of the present paper. For the studies on bump-like dark energy EOS,
we also plot the illustrative results rather than make global fittings. And the parametrized EOS takes the following
form:
w = w0 +A(ln a− λ)
3 exp(−(ln a− λ)4/d) . (7)
We should point out here that the parametrization in Eq.(7) is a specific example only and there are certainly different
parametrizations to illustrate the bump-like features in dark energy EOS and the resulting cosmological imprints might
be different.
III. RESULTS
We start with the oscillating case. First of all in Fig.1 we delineate the illustrative imprints of oscillating dark
energy equation of state (EOS) on CMB (top left), LSS (top right) and on the Hubble diagram (lower panel).In the
Hubble diagram the distance modulus µ is defined as the apparent magnitude m minus the absolute magnitude M :
µ ≡ m−M = 5 lg
(
dL
1Mpc
)
+ 25, (8)
with dL being the luminosity distance:
dL
1 + z
=
∫ z
0
dz′
H(z′)
. (9)
In comparison the imprints by the ΛCDM cosmology have also been displayed. The main contribution of dark energy
on CMB is on the geometrical angular diameter distance to the last scattering surface. This in turn determines the
locations of CMB peaks. In some cases the effects on the large scale matter power spectrum of LSS are also significant.
In Fig.1 we can find for cases where w0 = −0.5, the effects on CMB turn out to be most eminently modulated. This
is mainly due to the fact that in such cases as w0 deviates significantly from −1 and w has been relatively matter-like,
the contributions to large scale CMB are significant due to the Integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effects. An oscillating
EOS of dark energy can leave somewhat similar imprints as oscillating primordial spectrum, as explored in Ref. [25],
although the difference is also noteworthy. We find interestingly that in cases w0 = −1.5, the effects are not as large as
w0 = −0.5, which is in part due to the effects of dark energy perturbations and consistent with the previous analysis
in Ref. [70]. The effects of dark energy on CMB (and LSS) are mainly geometrical effects and can sometimes be
understood from the formula on weff [87]:
weff ≡
∫
daΩ(a)w(a)∫
daΩ(a)
. (10)
On the other hand the Hubble diagram being displayed with the redshift, the effects of dark energy, in cases when
DE dominates the Universe the EOS has oscillating features, can leave oscillations on the the Hubble diagram.
For the next step we show the results from our global fittings on the oscillating EOS in Eq.(1). In Table 1 we
delineate the mean 1σ constrains on the relevant cosmological parameters using different combination of WMAP,
SNIa and SDSS. Shown together are those with maximum likelihood (dubbed ML) and those which give the most
eminent oscillating effects in the 2σ allowed regions (dubbed ”Most” in the table). For simplicity the parameters
related to bayon fractions and the primordial spectrum are not displayed, and the shown parameters are enough for
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FIG. 1: Illustrative imprints of oscillating dark energy equation of state (EOS) on CMB (top left), LSS (top right) and on the
Hubble diagram (lower panel) .
the study on the Hubble diagrams below. Typically in the realizations of MCMC as the cosmological parameters are
not exactly gaussian distributed, the center mean values are different from the best fit cases3. We find that although
the best fit cases are given by oscillating EOS, a cosmological constant ( w0 = −1, w1 = 0 ) is well within 1σ for all
the three data combinations. The accumulation of the observational data will help to break such a degeneracy. It is
very interesting that w1 is much better constrained by SNLS (together with the 44 low redshift SNIa) rather than by
the Riess ”gold” sample. On the other hand the background parameter H0 is better constrained by the Riess ”gold”
sample. One can also find that the frequency of oscillations, w2, is relatively the worst constrained parameter. We
will turn to this in more details in the remaining part of the present paper.
In Fig.2 we delineate the one dimensional posterior constraints on the oscillating EOS in Eq.(1), showing together
some relevant background cosmological parameters. The black lines are constraints from combined analysis of WMAP3
+ SDSS. The red lines are from WMAP3 + SDSS + Riess sample and the blue are from WMAP3 + SDSS + SNLS
combined analysis. We can find that in some sense w2 and w3 are not well constrained by the current observations. As
w3 represents the phase of oscillations and the range ( −pi/2, pi/2 ) is the largest 1-period limit (note we have allowed
w1 to be both positive and negative), our prior on w2, though as large as given above, turn out to be somewhat too
optimistic.
The effects are more eminent in the resulting two dimensional contours. In Fig.3 we plot the corresponding two
dimensional posterior constraints. The upper panel is on the constraints from the combined analysis of WMAP3 +
SDSS. The lower left panel is from WMAP3 + SDSS + Riess sample and the lower right from WMAP3 + SDSS +
SNLS combined analysis.
3 More detailed discussions are available at http://cosmocoffee.info/ .
6TABLE 1. Mean 1σ constrains on cosmological parameters using different combination of WMAP, SNIa and SDSS. Shown
together are those with maximum likelihood (ML) and those which give the most eminent oscillating effects within the 2σ
allowed regions (Most).
WMAP+SDSS WMAP+SDSS+Riess WMAP+SDSS+SNLS
Mean ML Most Mean ML Most Mean ML Most
w0 −0.805
+0.413
−0.394 −0.465 −0.250 −0.845
+0.308
−0.222 −0.508 −0.450 −0.886
+0.283
−0.215 −0.485 −0.400
w1 0.874
+2.910
−3.068 2.62 5.80 0.609
+1.228
−1.580 1.58 2.90 0.303
+0.801
−0.792 1.29 1.90
w2 11.6 ± 5.9 18.3 11.5 10.8
+5.3
−6.0 12.0 10.8 9.52
+10.47
−9.49 8.28 9.50
w3 0.179
+0.990
−1.730 −0.0707 1.5000 −0.0446
+0.8646
−1.5203 −0.131 1.400 0.0831
+0.9316
−1.6505 0.356 1.400
Ωm 0.345
+0.060
−0.057 0.332 0.350 0.308
+0.033
−0.032 0.325 0.300 0.288
+0.033
−0.032 0.312 0.300
ΩΛ 0.655
+0.057
−0.060 0.668 0.650 0.692
+0.032
−0.033 0.675 0.700 0.712
+0.032
−0.033 0.688 0.700
H0 61.8
+5.6
−5.9 62.0 62.0 65.6 ± 3.5 63.1 65.5 68.2
+3.6
−3.7 62.5 68.0
−2.5 −2 −1.5 −1 −0.5 0
w0
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FIG. 2: One dimensional posterior constraints on the parametrized EOS: w = w0 + w1 sin(w2 ln a + w3) and on the relevant
background cosmological parameters. The black solid lines are constraints from combined analysis of WMAP3 + SDSS. The
red dash-dot lines are from WMAP3 + SDSS + Riess sample and the blue dashed lines are from WMAP3 + SDSS + SNLS
combined analysis .
It is understandable that in cases one or two parameters are not well constrained by the observations, changing
the priors (in our case on w2) will inevitably affect the final results. Such a feature has also appeared in previous
investigations on the oscillating primordial spectrum, regardless of fitting methods one uses such as grids[88] or
MCMC[89, 90]. For the grid case the problem is how small one should set the minimum grid, and there will be finer
features on scales smaller than the minimum steps4. For our conventional cases with MCMC[18, 49, 71, 91] to get the
converged results, we test the convergence of the chains by Gelman and Rubin[76] criteria and typically get R-1 to be
of order 0.01, which is more conservative than the recommended value R-1<0.1. However in the present case with an
oscillating EOS, in the combinations with SNLS the maximum value of R-1 is 0.04, for the combination with Riess
”gold” sample, we have value: R-1 ∼ 0.1 and for the the case with WMAP3 + SDSS we have the maximum R-1 to
be 0.25 instead, although for the last case we have run much longer time for the chains. This also shows that for the
case with oscillations at least for WMAP3 + SDSS our chains are not well converged. On the other hand this shows
that for the current observations a large oscillation on the dark energy EOS is allowed. In Ref.[89] the authors quoted
4 For the grid case in the fittings to give the first year WMAP preferred running of the spectral index, in Ref. [24] in the case with an
oscillating inflaton potential, the fractor-like structure is also present. Similar potentials can also lead to oscillations on the primordial
spectrum, as previously investigated in Ref.[25]. And it is easily understood that in cases where the oscillations of the primordial
spectrum have a large period, the resulting effects on CMB and LSS relevant scales will be running-like. Note besides inflation similar
behavior also applies to the case of dark energy.
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FIG. 3: Two dimensional posterior constraints on the parametrized EOS: w = w0 +w1 sin(w2 ln a+w3) at 68% and 95% C.L.
The upper panel is on the constraints from combined analysis of WMAP3 + SDSS. The lower left panel is from WMAP3 +
SDSS + Riess sample and the lower right from WMAP3 + SDSS + SNLS combined analysis .
a value where R-1 < 0.1 (their R-1 is slightly different from ours) and the structures of our resulting two-dimensional
figures are similar to those by Refs.[89, 90]. These have implied that in the presence of oscillations typically the
current data are not good enough to well break the degeneracy among the parameters. In our case although the
parameters like ns, w0, ΩDE , Ωm and H0 have already been well constrained, R-1 is in some cases relatively large due
to the parameters w2 and w3. This has in turn led to the separate likelihood spaces in the three data combinations at
68% and 95% C.L. Interestingly in the WMAP3 + SDSS + Riess sample the 1 σ contours clearly separate into two
different peaks in the lower three panels, resembling the contours in Ref. [89]. Such a behavior is less eminent in the
WMAP3 + SDSS + SNLS sample, which nevertheless does exist in the w2 − w3 contour. We should point out that
given the priors and the R-1 value specified above, our results are robust. In Fig.4 we delineate the resulting posterior
1σ constraints on the low-redshift behavior of the oscillating EOS, with the three different data combinations. The
red lines are given by the mean center values as shown in Table 1 and the blue dashes lines are the 1σ allowed regions.
The green dashed lines are the illustrative 1σ explored regions by future SNAP[78]. Thus future SNIa observations
like SNAP can help significantly to break the degeneracy, and in some sense detect such oscillating features of dark
energy EOS.
In Fig.5 we delineate the corresponding imprints on the residue Hubble diagram (upper panels) and the Hubble
diagram (lower panels). In the left panels, the lines dubbed ”Osc” are given by the best fit values WMAP3 + SDSS,
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FIG. 4: Resulting posterior constraints on the low-redshift behavior of the parametrized EOS: w = w0 +w1 sin(w2 ln a+w3).
The red lines are given by the mean center values as shown in Table 1 and the outside blue dashed lines are the 1σ allowed
regions by WMAP3 + SDSS (left), WMAP3 + SDSS + SNLS (center) and WMAP3 + SDSS + Riess sample (right). The
inside green dashed lines are the illustrative 1σ explored regions by future SNAP .
the underlined ”S” is by WMAP3 + SDSS + SNLS and ”R” by WMAP3 + SDSS + Riess sample. The right panels
show the corresponding cases where within the 2σ allowed regions the oscillating effects are relatively eminent. Same
as the above conventions in the upper panels the blue lines dubbed ”SNAP” illustrate the detectability of future
SNAP[78]. It is noteworthy that the combination with SNLS gives relatively the most stringent constraints. We can
find that for the case with WMAP + SDSS only, a larger oscillation is allowed and there are some oscillating features
on the (residue) Hubble diagram. And the effects of the ”Most” case in Table 1 are more eminent, which could be
possibly detected even by the CURRENTLY ONGOING SNIa observations. In the cases combined with Riess ”gold”
sample or with SNLS, the oscillating effects are less eminent. Nevertheless, oscillations are still present and in large
areas of the parameter spaces, SNAP will be able to detect such features5.
Now we turn to the studies on the local bump-like features of dark energy EOS. It is physically intuitive that dark
energy EOS might not be exactly periodic, instead it could be semi-periodic or even with features on some specific
redshifts. The parametrization adopted in Eq. (7) ( w = w0 + A(ln a − λ)
3 exp(−(ln a − λ)4/d) ) can accomodate
constant EOS in cases where A = 0 . λ determines the locations of bumps, d determines the width and A determines
the amplitudes of the bumps. One can easily understand that at the point ln a = λ we have w = w0 and for ln a < λ
(high redshifts) there will be a trough and for ln a > λ (low redshifts) there will be a peak (this happens only in cases
5 In some sense in Table 1 for the ”Most” case by WMAP + SDSS combination only, the relevant parameter space will get relatively
stringently constrained by combinations with SNLS or with Riess ”gold” sample. However given the possible discrepancies between
SNLS and the Riess sample, which has been somewhat illustrated in Ref. [1], currently ongoing SNIa observations can in some sense
detect the (semi)-oscillating features in dark energy EOS as allowed by WMAP + SDSS combination.
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FIG. 5: Resulting imprints of the parametrized EOS: w = w0 + w1 sin(w2 ln a + w3) on the residue Hubble diagram (upper
panels) and the Hubble diagram (lower panels). In the left panels, the lines dubbed ”Osc” are given by the best fit values
WMAP3 + SDSS, the underlined ”S” is by WMAP3 + SDSS + SNLS and ”R” by WMAP3 + SDSS + Riess sample. The
right panels show the corresponding cases where within the 2σ allowed regions the oscillating effects are relatively eminent. In
the upper panels the blue lines dubbed ”SNAP” illustrate the detectability of future SNAP .
where λ < 0, which is the region of our interest). And on very high redshifts where ln a ≪ λ the second term will
get damped exponentially and w approaches the value of w0. For simplicity and in the illustrative study here we fix
w0 = −1.
Firstly we consider the cases where the bump takes place at low redshifts which can be detectable by (future)
SNIa observations. In Fig.6 we delineate the imprints of bump-like dark energy EOS on the (residual) Hubble
diagram, dark energy density fractions (left) and the corresponding effects on CMB and LSS (right). We have chosen
A = 2 × 107, λ = −0.03 and d = 10−7 for the first illustration. From Fig.6 we can find that for such a specific
choice of parameters the effects on CMB are indistinguishable from the corresponding ΛCDM model beyond cosmic
variance, and nor can LSS tell one (bump-like) from the other (ΛCDM). It is understandable that in such a case as
the effects of the peak and trough somewhat cancel out in the contributions to weff defined in Eq. (10), the effects
on CMB and LSS would then be almost indistinguishable from the ΛCDM case, and the results are consistent with
those in Refs.[70, 87]. In such a case, observations with geometric constraints on the redshift ”tomography” will be of
great importance to break such a degeneracy. The resulting (residual) Hubble diagrams are different from the ΛCDM
model, and observations like SNAP can possibly detect such features.
Although SNIa in some sense makes the only direct detection of dark energy, it is believed that due to some
unavoidable effects like by dust the redshifts probed by SNIa cannot be too high, and for example in SNAP simulations
one typically takes z ≤ 1.7. In cases when the bump-like features take place at higher redshifts, we cannot expect
to probe such features with even future SNAP observations. On the other hand as the current observations are
consistent with a Λ-like dark energy, typically we cannot hope dark energy will be non-negligible in epochs far before
the matter-radiation equality epoch, although such a possibility remains (for relevant studies see e.g. [92, 93]). On the
other hand with our parametrized EOS given in Eq. (7) we cannot expect dark energy component to be significant
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FIG. 6: Imprints of bump-like dark energy EOS (denoted by ”bulk model”) on the (residual) Hubble diagram, dark energy
density fractions (left) and the corresponding effects on CMB and LSS (right), shown together with the imprints by the ΛCDM
model. The bump takes place at low redshifts which can be detectable by (future) SNIa observations. The effects on CMB are
indistinguishable from the corresponding ΛCDM model beyond cosmic variance, and nor can LSS tell one (bump-like) from
the other (ΛCDM).
on very high redshifts, especially for cases where w0 = −1
6. Under such a circumstance we take the locations of
bumps to be slightly larger than z = 2: in one case λ = −1.5 and in another case λ = −1.8. These correspond
to z ≃ 3.5 and 5.0 respectively where ln a = λ. For both of the cases we have fixed A = 6 × 105 and d = 10−5.
In Fig.7 we show the imprints of bump-like dark energy EOS on CMB, LSS (right panels), on dark energy density
fractions and on the residual Hubble diagram (left panels). The bumps take place at high redshifts which cannot be
detectable by (future) SNIa observations. On the other hand, observations of Gamma-ray bursts (GRB) can probe
relatively higher redshifts than SNIa[94, 95, 96], with the accumulations of GRB events as by SWIFT and better
understandings on the systematics one is hopefully able to detect such features through geometric observations on
the Hubble diagrams. Moreover observations like the 21 cm tomography [97, 98, 99, 100] are potentially able to give
almost a large number of independent samples compared with CMB and LSS observations[98], features of bump-like
dark energy EOS on intermediate redshifts are promisingly detected by observations of the 21 cm tomography. In
the right panels of Fig.7 we find dramatically that bump-like features are possibly detectable by cosmic variance
limited CMB (e.g. WMAP3[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]) and LAMOST[80]. Part of the reason lies on the fact that with a different
width and a higher redshift compared with the previous example in Fig.6, here the energy density fraction ΩDE(a)
increases and decreases rapidly and the magnitude of the peak value of ΩDE(a) is somewhat lower, the asymmetric
shapes of the peak and trough cannot compensate thoroughly to give weff close to −1. In fact one can find for our
parametrization given in Eq. (7) one will typically get weff > −1 and in cases with larger −λ the deviation of weff
from -1 can be larger, which will also lead to some shifts on CMB peaks, as shown in Fig.7. It is noteworthy to point
out that both the first year WMAP and WMAP3 show some local glitches out of cosmic variance at l ∼ 20− 40. In
our case of Fig.7 there are also some relevant features on such scales and this deserves further investigations. While
such features can be affected by different foreground analysis and so forth[101, 102, 103], it is theoretically possible
that the features of WMAP TT on scales l ∼ 20 − 40 are due to some bump-like features of dark energy EOS, or
some semi-oscillations. Note here we have fixed the background parameters rather than performing a global analysis,
and in cases we take into account the parameter degeneracies the detectability of the observations would typically get
6 This is however, still possible given some fine tunings on the remaining parameters in Eq. (7), which will not be explored by the current
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weaker. On the other hand we can expect that in the global analysis when all of the parameters (including the bias
factor) can vary, the observations can give constraints or detect the signatures where the amplitudes of bumps are
even higher than the examples listed above.
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FIG. 7: Imprints of bump-like dark energy EOS on CMB, LSS (right panels), on dark energy density fractions and on the
residual Hubble diagram (left panels). The bumps take place at high redshifts which cannot be detectable by (future) SNIa
observations. On the other hand, cosmic variance limited CMB (e.g. WMAP3) and LAMOST[80] are possible to detect such
features. Note here we have not performed a global analysis and did not take into account the parameter degeneracies .
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We should point that in all our three data combinations, a large area of oscillating Quintom where the EOS of
dark energy gets across −1 during time evolutions are allowed by the current observations, which is different from
the previous case in Ref.[50] and from the case in Ref. [53]. Moreover contrary to Refs.[50, 53], oscillating Quintom
displays the distinctive feature that due to the average effects on the regions of EOS where w > −1 and w < −1, the
quantity weff can be very close to −1. Oscillating Quintom-like dark energy, where the unification of two epochs of
accelerated expansions can be realized and the coincidence problem can be solved[51], proves to be a good fit to current
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cosmology. We should stress again that resembling the oscillating primordial spectrum case[89], the not good enough
convergence of oscillating dark energy EOS is inevitable in the light of the current observations. In the WMAP + SDSS
allowed parameter space there are areas with significant oscillations, which implies that the CURRENTLY ONGOING
SNIa observations may detect such oscillating or semi-oscillating features on the (residual) Hubble diagram. Moreover
while oscillating features on CMB might be explained by both oscillating primordial spectrum and oscillations in dark
energy EOS, the oscillating features on the Hubble diagram cannot be due to features in the primordial spectrum,
but by oscillating EOS. Local bumps of dark energy EOS may leave some distinctive imprints on CMB, LSS and
SNIa. The bumps are potentially detectable by geometrical observations like SNIa and GRB. Future observations of
21 cm tomography open a very promising window to detect/exclude such features. LSS measurements like LAMOST
and cosmic variance limited CMB may also detect such features. In particular, bump-like dark energy EOS on high
redshifts might be responsible for the features of WMAP on ranges l ∼ 20 − 40, which is interesting and deserves
addressing further.
Given the fact that currently we know relatively very little on theoretical aspects of dark energy, observing dynamical
dark energy is currently the most important aspect of dark energy study. On the observational probes typically one
needs some parametrizations on the form of dark energy EOS. While using some specific forms of parametrizations
one often takes the risks of getting biased ( see e.g. [104] ), investigations towards unbiased probe of DE[105, 106, 107]
in light of all the available cosmological observations still need further developments. On the other hand some of
the parametrizations are in some sense well motivated (see e.g. [104]), and in fittings starting with parametrized
EOS one typically has larger ν (number of data minus the number of parameters) and hence gets better constraints
on dark energy. With the accumulations of observational data poor parametrizations will get ruled out and in this
sense parametrized study of dark energy provides a complementary study of the non-parametric probes. As from any
quintessence-like or phantom-like EOS which do not get across −1 one can reconstruct the dark energy potential[108],
any parametrizations of non-Quintom-like EOS correspond to some specific forms of quintessence/phantom potentials7
and hence such parametrizations are somewhat well motivated. Bump-like EOS which do not get across −1 also
correspond to some specific DE potentials which can be straightforwardly worked out. Similarly for (semi-)oscillating
EOS which do not get across −1 one can work out the corresponding DE potentials. In cases with bumps described
in Eq. (7) and with oscillations in Eq. (1), one cannot simply reconstruct the potentials of DE due to the distinctive
nature of Quintom[54, 70]. However this remains possible for example the models with high derivatives [65, 67] and
in the framework with modified gravity[56, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113].
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